Crypto Market Short Coin (CMSC)
Introduction
The crypto market as of today is highly volatile and unregulated. Investors have opportunities to
make exponential gains but also have the risk to lose a lot of money within a few minutes.
The aim of the crypto market short coin is to give investors an opportunity to go short against the
coin market and to secure the gains made in the past during a dip or crash. Therefore, we developed
a unique smart contract that dynamically increases or decreases the total amount of coins depending
on the coin market cap.
This document will give you an overview on how this coin works.

The Coin
The crypto market short coin is an ERC 20 Token based on Ethereum. The value of the coin will be
determined by the market once the coin will be listed at several exchanges. The aim will be to be
listed on as many exchanges as possible.

ICO via smart contract
Starting supply: 100 Mio coins
Starting price: 0.0004 ETH (around 0.04 USD)
20% of the coins are reserved for management, maintenance, and marketing activities.
The ICO will be stopped once the coin will be tradeable on one of the major exchanges.

Dynamic coin supply based on coin market cap
Once the ICO is over, the amount of sold coins traded on the market will remain stable. The amount
of unsold coins however will be dynamically adjusted to the market cap. If the coin market cap goes
up 1% the amount of tradeable coins will be increased by 1%. If the market cap goes down 1% the
amount of coins will be decreased by 1%. With this mechanism we try to ensure a short effect – the
smaller the amount of coins, the higher the value of the individual coins will be.
This mechanism combined with the trust people put into the system should ensure the coin will
increase value during a dip or crash compared to other coins.

Chances and Risks
Since this coin does not add any additional value to the user it can only work if people trust in the
mechanism of increasing value during a dip or crash. The risk is, that the market loses this trust and
the value goes to zero. The chance is, that with the trust of the people we can establish a real asset
for crashes and dips and people can limit their losses in these situations.

Limits of Liability
We will honor our commitment to our investors and thrive to maximize the value of their
investment. We cannot though be held liable to a decrease in the funds value due to unforeseen
circumstances or theft. We will though do our utmost to avoid such circumstances (as stated above,
we will also be financially invested… so your loss is our loss)

This is a risky investment with high potential return but also some risk. Accordingly, the investment is
at your own risk and you should only commit as much money as you can handle losing.
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